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A b e t r a c t

The influence of the complex structure of the 3.CD

vacuum on the density of small-size instantons is discussed.

In the theory with light quarks an expression is obtained

waich describes the instantons with account of the quark

vacuum condensate.
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1. Introduction

lassies* or nearly maealeee quarks affect the inetantoa

density d(p) in a draetic wayl™ t

Sere p is the instanton size and d
o
 ty) is a "reduced"

density which does not vanish in the limit At
a
 ^ j -* 0 ..

lq.(l) serves in fact as a definition of d
0
 (§ ) and it

assumes that /M,*, j> << 1 . Ibe reason for an inetanton

density to vanish in the presence of massless quarks is

exhaustively explained by 't Hooftl Jand we would not go

into its discussion here.

The standard derivation of eq,(1) views one-instanton

fluctuation as developing in an "empty" space. It is clear

that consideration of а о ingle isolated imtanton or even

cf dilute gas of interacting, small-size inscanfcons Is stric-

tly speaking inadequate since the vacuum is densely popula-

ted by large-scale fluctuations.

Therefor* a formal calculation of the one-instanton

contribution is of academic character. It seems more adequ-

ate to picture an instaaton (of a small size) as developing

within some kind of a medium. She purpose of the present

paper is to Investigate the effect of such'vacuum medium on

the inetanton density.

She vacJim properties can bs characterised by the va-

cuum matrix elements of various operators, e .g.

wb« ( ? ^ Is the gluon field strength tensor and



(=u,d or s) is the quark field. In particular, She existence

of the quark condensate, ^ O ^ / ^ l O ^ 7
s
- О, is connected

with the spontaneous brea!d.ng of the chiral sjmmetry.

In a final version of QPD the very emergence of the

vacuum condensate of quarks and gluons will be hopefully

derived from the first principles. At present, the instanton

physics L
2
Jis far from this state of affairs. It is already

clear, however, that multiinstantons or some other more

complex fluctuations play a basic role in formation of the

medium which we are going to account for. It is essential

that the characteristic size of these fluctuations is large,

of order of tbe confinement radius R.In such a medium the

fate of an iadividual small-size instanton, о <<. К , can

be traced. The anall values of (3 is the price which we

pay for our ignorance of the details of the vacuum wave

function.

Tie deal with the vacuum condensate phenoiaenological.''-у

and borrow the expectation value <C.o\fl Q, \0^> from the

low-energy pion physics and ^CD sum rules (see Hefs.5,4

and farther references therein):

Here <̂ s is the etfective quark-gluon coupling constant

(*i = ЦуЧЛ") and we include the factor о(^
9
 so that

the result does not depend on the choice of the normalizat-

ion point.

In a somewhat simplified version •) our result for the

instanton density reduces to the substitution of the'aecha-

*) Рог a more careful statement see eqs.(17),(18) b
e
low.



nical" mass a in eq.(1) by

where both a and the operator qq are normalised ас ~:я £u-

clidean point М=$~* • 3q.(3) holds as far the rl; ,t~

hand side is small

' «1 .

Note that the vacuum expectation value <̂ о\(Г<Ыо> is

negative so that the expression in brackets in eq.O), which

i t i s convenient to call the effective mass, is positive,

just as the mechanical mass a ,

Note also, that the mechanical mass in the theory with

light quarks can be neglected starting from very short dis-

tances. Thus, for u and d quarks the djmamical mass

-(*7Г*/Ъ)<О |(F<J, |0> j>Z , dominates already at

у ~ (5 GeV)"1 .

Distances of order (500 MeV)" is an absolute upper

boundary for the validity of eq.(3), since at these distan-

ces

I _

The organization of the paper is as follows. 1 simple

technique is developed in sec.2 which allows to account for

the effect of vacuum quark and gluoa condensate on the den-

sity of instantons of small size. Sec? contain» explicit

evaluation of the instanton density in the theory with one,

two or three (nearly) massless quarks. The presentation

includes some technical comments on the *t Hooft лего mode,



averaging over the SU(3) color group and so on. Sec.4 in

devoted to a brief discussion of tine results obtained.

2. Instantons aad Effective laerangian»

Her» we will «plain the basic idea of computiiig the

instanton density in the physical тасшш. Integration over

the fermion degree* of freedom reduce* to evaluation of the

following exponential

where the gluou field entering the oovariant derivative л>

is given by the one-lnstanton solution. Vanishing of the ui,-

poaeutxal in the presence of Baseless quarks id duu no exis-

tence of the fermion кзго node in the instanton field.!- J.

Imagine now that apart from the instactoa there is ыд

antiinstantoa fluctuation. Then the minimal eigenvalue of

the operator S) no more equals sero (note that the ir.o-

tanton-antiinstanton system has vanishing topological chargx).

Therefore, in the presence of, say, an anti'nstanton the

instanton density does not vanish. Moreover, if one integ-

rates over the antiinstanton parejneters, keeping the ins-

tanton field fixed the integral is dominated by the anti-

instantons of large size, О ̂  Я . I n the absence of a

consistent dynamical theory for large distances one is led

to approach the situation pb.enoiaenologically*

The idea
(
 therefore, ie to describe short distances

explicitly by the known iratanton solution and account for

the effeot of large distances phenomeaologically, via vacu-

ua expectation values. Note the close analogy with the stan-

dard operator expansion I'Jg
u
iieralised to include nonpertur-

bative terns in Bef. * .



If there are two different scales (Inherent to the prob-

lem) it is useful as a rule to introduce the so called effec-

tive Lagrangian. ffamely, the contribution of rapidly varying

fields one includes into the coefficients in front of various

'structures while with respect to the slowly varying fields

the effective Lagrangian enjoys the full rights of Lagrangians*

Instantons of small sine can be consistently treated

within a similar approach. Thus, the contribution of a par-

ticular instanton with radius p centered at x0 can be rep-

resented as

.**-•£- Z C

where t-л. IQ) are c-number coefficients accounting for

fluctuations with the scale p (all the coefficients are

proportional to exp(- 8**"/fi^f?) )) and 0
n
(x

B
) are some

operators with respect to the long range fluctuations deter-

mining the vacuum wave function.

By definition, the instanton density is the amplitude

of the vacuum-to-vacuum transition in the presence of the

instanton. Therefore, to find the instanton density we just

average (5) over the physical vacuum state. Proceeding in

this way we will eventually come to eg.. (3).

5. Evaluation of the Instanton Density.

Consider first the expansion coefficients in eq.(5)

and start with the simplest case of a single (nearly) mass-

less quark.

Hie first term in expansion (5) ie of the form Cjl

where I is the unit operator and the coefficient C-, was

found by
 f
t Boofti



This term arises if one averages the effective bagrangian

(5) over the "mathematical", not physical vacuum state.

2he next term in expansion (5) has dimension 5 and is

of the fora

where <yfx,)i.s the quark field operator and Г is some mat-

rix acting in the spin and color spaces. The coefficient С

is readily found by considering an auxiliary scattering

amplitude - the transition of a quark with momentum p into

a quark with momentum p
1
 ( f>, f> « J~ ) on an inatanton

fluctuation with the fixed center and radius. Indeed, en

one hand the amplitude Is given by the matrix element of

the Lagrangian (5):

c

where ЯГ is the spinor corresponding to the Lorentz and

color state of the quark considered.

On the ottier hand, the same amplitude is given by the

reduction formula

(в)

(it is implicitly assumed that only rhe contribution of the

instauton considered is kept in the righ.-hand side). In



eq.(8) а,к stand for the color indices (and run over 1,2,3)

«bile oi^j... are the Lorents indices ( Ы. = 1» ... * ) . Cor-

relator (8) represents the amputated Green's function of the

quark.

It Is worth emphasizing that the reduction formula in

its standard form used in eq.(8) is valid only for the poten

tials which fall off fast enough at large distances. Other-

wise the in- and out-states are not veil-defined. To satisfy

the condition we have to use the instanton solution in the

so called singular gauge, A* =- j- fapt *
l
'//[

z
Y
5t
*'*.?*)] •

The recipe of evaluating the quark Green function enter-

ing eq.(8) is virtually contained in Ref. and reduces to the

following. First introduce the Euclidean space time instead

of the Minkowskian. Then the Green's function is given by

(9)

where Cj<§) i s the "original11 instanton density (see eq.(6))

and T(vj are the eigenfunctions of the operator

Z
1
 X, ?

while €„, are the corresponding eigenvalues. The functions

N'CK.) are normalized by the condition j Y * (^c)^)(x)e
4x~i.

For massless or nearly massless quarks the sua over n

is dominated by the zero mode. Therefore, combining eqa.(7),

(8) and (9) we get



«here we used the Suclideaa notation», рас s. "jp & + fa 3f, •

p = p f у t>
4
 y

7
 , and % > fx-*. ) i" th« «t Hooft

zero mode,

^ F * \-iJ

Note that eq.(20) refers to the singular gauge (in the non-

singular gauge ~ f , J ie replaced by {
 1
 j ). More-

over, we use the spinor representation for the У* matrices,

and У stands for a two-component spinor satisfying the

equation

(6 +T)f -0 .
-* -*

The matrices С .
f
 T act in the spinor and color spaces,

respectively. In other words, the spinor *f describes a

state for which the color and usual spin add to each other

to give a singlet so that f
H
{ ^^my С **-,? « 1, Z ). It

is clear then that the density «atrix for the state descri-

bed by ^ is of the form

,
 r
s - Мщ (Ua * ЯI*. Кг - ***

where I sod I е are txie unit matrices in the spinor and

color spaces and hereafter we shall use the abbreviated not -

ation for the matiix (11), f = •*- (l*¥ -G«z) . In

practical calculations we need the Fourier transform of the

zero mode (10) which i s given by

alt £.o

to average over the instanton orientation in th^ color

To get the final result for the coefficient С we have



«расе. Я» averaging i s performed i t two step*, f i rst we

average over the orientations within the gn(2) subgroup,

color aatriac T i s to be considered as a vector at this

stage, so that ^\щг\ - ^ 1 * 1 * » Second, we have to average

over toe possible ways of embedding a particular 8U(2) group

into the StT(3). At this point the unit oatrix acting in the

SU(2) subspace i s to be represented as a linear conciliation

of the Sell-Mann S0(3) matrices t * (в, -1} t, ...S)t

(1°) SVfc)

10 0

О i 0

0 0 0
rSV(%) t'J.

It is readily seen then that

and the final result for the coefficient С looks as

where 1^
 л
 ~±О*-)т)'У' • Therefore, the instanton density

in the presence of a single light quark and with account of

the vacuum quark condensate i* equal to

where

and the operator is norealiaed at the point O
f



(for a single flavor Hj » 1).

In the real world, of course, only ^.°|fyfy|O>>^ о

while <£o \\Yf\ \°У ~ О • •
 >Bae

 antlinetaaton density

is obtained by substituting 4+jfr in eq. (12) by i-jfg- •

The ealcolational procedure described above is readily

extended to the realistic case of two or three light quarks.

The only point which night need further explanation is the

averaging over the instanton orientation in the color space.

Now, we average products of two ox three matrices (11) and

the corresponding equations look as

(if [ H
A 1
 a

t
Mf

Moreover, the averaging over all possible ways of eabedding

SU(2) into SU(3) takes the f o n

10



He are 1л a position now to present the final results

for the effectiT* Lograngian (5). We give the results for

the cases of one, two and three light quarks and for the

cases of SO(2) stud SU(3) color groups*

SU(2) color

1 flaror

2 flarors

("if - J )
J
 ^ (16)

3 fIavor3

3U(5) color

1 flavor

2 flavors



5 flavors 6 tf« jfr С*. ty { П a ̂  fotf " -f^' f«

. _£_
320

Here oi a •s. (1/£) (a Vt )&• and we suppressed the de-

pendence on xQ so that actually q stands for q(xQ). Moreover,

the quark operators q are normalized at the point £~ and

contain for this reason an implicit log dependence on <f

(see, e.g., eq.(13)). Moreover, f and dabc are SU(3) symbols.

It is worth enphasizing that eqs.(16),(17) refer to the

MinkowsfcL space.

For antiinstanton substitute a. «->fl.ft .

It is worth noting that the first too equations (16)

can be compared (in the limit of Ио=0) with the calculations

; of 't Hooft. Using the Fierz transformations our equations

can be reduced to the form found by 't Hooft, We disagree,

I however, by the overall numerical factor (2) * . (Our re-

sult is smaller). The only explanation we can suggest is

{ that the zero mode used in Eef.1 is actually normalized to

i

! the factor 2, not unity. The form of presenting the final

result» chosen in Ref.i has an advantage of explicit

SU(2)xSU(2) invaziance of the effective four-fermion inter-

cation induced by instantons. The fora (16) might be more

convenient in practical applications.

Now we are close to our final goal - the evaluation

12



ot the effective density of instaatoba developing in th me

dium (con-enaated qq paira). To thie end one averages the.

effective lagransians ; found above over the phy-

sical vacuum state. As a result, the following relations -

analogs of eq.(12) - emergei

a 8 )

The correctness of such relations can be checked directly

if one introduces (apart from the small-sise instanton con-

sidered) an antiinstanton field as a model for the vacua

fields» However, as was mentioned above, the explicit answer

cannot be obtained in this way
e
 since the result is domina-

ted by field fluctuations of large dimension. Bq.(18)

accounts phenomenologically for any fluctuations.

CcTections to the bare instanton density c(»fo) are

determined by the vacuum expectation values of multlfermio-

nic operators. The fact that the operators entering eqe.(16),

(17) do acquire vacuum expectation values is confirmed by

the example of antiinstanton contribution. An antiinacanton

as a substitute for the vacuum fields permits to model the

breaking of the U(l), not SU(N
f
) symmetry. So, it is just

the concrete combinations of fermionic fields contained in

eqs.(16),(17) that acquire nonvanishing vacuum averages.

< 0| a • C^i [0 > in this approximation is e qual to

zero. Moreover, <.ol̂ <̂ {o]>̂ .(5 cannot be generated in the

approximation which keeps any finite number of iastantons

or antiinstantons If Л/̂  > 1 .On the of her hand, phenome-

aolocically, it is known that the vacuum expectation value

<°\.\<.%i[0 > is not zero. Moreover, it i« moat probab-

le that the matrix elements of the multlquark interaction



I

are dominated by the vacuum intermediate state and the matrix

elements factorizeL J s

CO 1UU- dd SS^O> as <,o\HlLlO><:ii\etj( |O><O\SS\O>

In this approximation which is not rigorous of course, all

the terms in eq. (17) containing /g-} 6^v, £*'
 dr°P ott aJad-

eq.(18) immediately reduces to the recipe (3)»

The justification of approximating the matrix elements

by the vacuum intermediate state lies in the fact that

^(«Г'ЫО^' is in a sense large. Moreover, the assumption

is upheld by phenomenological analysis of the QCD sum rules.

We had an opportunity to discuss the point in great detail

in Ref.
 3
 .

4. Concluding Remarks.

Thus we have found the genuine effective mass to be in-

serted in the expression for the density of small-size instan-

ton.3 instead cf the mechanical quark mass. True, if we are

interested in the vacuum itself we must integrate over the

instanton sizes and the integral becomes dominated by such

0 that our expression for d(0) does not hold. Still, eva-

luation of d(c) for small p is not of acaiemic interest

alone. The point is that, say , the two-point function

ijt/x e ^ \O>

1
 where А,В are some local colorless operators is contributed

by instantons of size P ^ ^ g .At large Q we pick up the

region of small p . W* will discuss this point aa well as

its implications elsewhere.

A few remarks on the literature are now in order. In a

different context Politzer^
6
Jhas suggested the following

14



expression for the effective quark mass:

e# M • ** (19)

This equation oaimot be taken too literally since the effec-

tive quark mass here is defined in terms of the quark propa-

gator off mass shell so that the second term in the r.h.s.

is gauge dependent • ) . It is srill interesting to observe

that our result agrees with eq.(19) as far as the power de-

pendence on Q
2
 is concerned. However, our result for the

effective mass (see (3)) does not contain <*
s
 and, certain-

ly, we have no problem with the gauge invariance. The absence

of the oi
s
 factor can be traced back to the fact that the

instanton field (/4*?/w ~ %. •
 N o l ; e a l s 0 that tixe

 ^

dependence of a (%) was guessed in our earlier paper t-'i

basing on purely dimensional arguments. Now we confine the

guess.

Finally, let us mention that the О dependence of

for small 0 «as investiadteu by Callan, Iiashen -and Gross

L i. Our result differs essentially from that of Callan

et al., the latter giving much steeper dependence on о

than it is displayed in eq.(5).

We would like to draw a conclusion that the explicit

dynamical assumptions made by Callan et al. contradict our

analysis which is in essence a purely phenomenolosical

W* are grateful to B.L.Ioffe, V.A.Hovikov and E.7.

Shuryak for valuable discussions.

•) Eq.(1Э) i s derived within the Landau gauge.

15
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